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The Power of four aT your fingerTiPs. NS6 is a 4-channel Digital 
DJ controller with complete built-in mixer and four decks of software 
control. NS6 is the first truly pro-grade DJ controller and standalone 
4-channel mixer with effects. Simply put, there has never been this 
much versatility and control available for professional DJs. NS6’s easy-to-
use dual-platter system has been designed in collaboration with Serato 
to deliver powerful breakthrough performance to DJs of all kinds. 

NS6 borrows from the popular designs of Numark’s award-winning NS7FX 
and V7 controllers and delivers substantial new features including the 
most responsive, high-resolution touch-activated platters ever produced 
in a DJ product. The wheels on NS6 deliver 3600 ticks of resolution 
per rotation; when combined with NS6’s automatically adjusted platter 
sensitivity the result is ultra-precise, high definition turntable control. 

NS6 includes a professional 24-bit audio interface to guarantee 
pristine audio quality from the computer. A full array of inputs 
and outputs are present, including XLR outputs, Headphone out, 
two mic inputs, two phono inputs, four line-level inputs, and 
USB to connect the system to a Mac or PC. You can be sure that 
wherever the gig takes you with the NS6, you’re prepared.

Serato™ is a trademark of Serato Audio Research. iTunes is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Computer not included.

ComPuTer DJ sysTem

FeATUReS

Built-in 4 Channel DJ Mixer that works with or without the computer•	

Inputs for 4 line, 2 turntables, 2 microphones•	

Serato’s Itch 4 Deck DJ software included •	

Built-in professional 24-bit audio interface with balanced XLR outputs•	

Touch sensitive illuminated wheels with 3600 ticks of resolution per rotation•	

Strip Search with track position indicator•	

Channel assignable effects controls•	

Mouse-less library navigation with view options•	

Deck Controls include: Key Lock, Pitch Control, Manual •	
and Instant Looping, Hot Cues and Beat grid 

NS6’s uses standard MIDI protocols enabling DJs •	

to use it with a variety of MIDI software

ns6
4-CHANNeL DIgITAL DJ CoNTRoLLeR AND MIXeR

All information is preliminary and subject to change.
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